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Abstract"
ASTR& 444& is& an& observaDonal& astronomy& course& at&
Cal& Poly& where& the& focus& is& on& a& group& project,& in&
accordance&with&Cal&Poly’s& “Learn&by&Doing”&moMo.&&
Students&apply&for&telescope&Dme,&acquire&their&own&
data&at&the&campus&observatory,&reduce&and&analyze&
all& their& data,& and& present& their& results& at& a& class&
poster&conference.&

Lab"
In&addiDon&to&three&oneRhour&lectures,&students&meet&
weekly&for&a&3Rhour&“lab”&secDon,&held&in&a&computer&lab.&&
They&have&directed&acDviDes&that&develop&the&following&
skills:&
•  Using&Starry&Night&
•  Basic&unix&commands&
•  Using&online&astronomy&resources&such&as&Simbad,&

Aladin,&and&Horizons&
•  Choosing&their&science&targets&and&planning&

observaDons&
•  Using&IRAF&

Observing"
Students&use&the&Cal&Poly&Observatory&to&
acquire&their&science&data.&&A]er&one&night&of&
training,&they&apply&for&telescope&Dme&and&are&
assigned&1R3&nights.&
&
Students&are&responsible&for&finding&their&
target&objects,&operaDng&the&telescope&and&
camera,&and&closing&down&when&they&are&
finished,&all&with&the&oversight&of&a&TA.&

Student"Projects"
Students&reduce&and&analyze&their&data&with&IRAF.&&Most&
of&the&projects&are&DmeRseries&photometry&of&variable&
sources.&
Projects&include:&
•  Extrasolar&planet&transits&
•  Eclipsing&binary&stars&
•  RR&Lyrae&stars&
•  Asteroid&rotaDon&periods&
•  HR&diagrams&of&open&clusters&

Poster"Conference"
Students&present&their&project&results&at&a&class&
poster&conference&at&the&end&of&the&quarter.&&
Other&students&and&faculty&are&invited&to&aMend&
and&ask&quesDons,&and&vote&on&the&best&poster.&
&
Through&this&process,&students&have&a&real&sense&of&
achievement&and&pride,&and&are&excited&to&share&
their&work&with&others.&

Materials"for"this"course"are"available"at:"
hCp://astro.calpoly.edu/dsm"

Results 
Differential photometic analysis produced the following light curves for the transit of 
HD189733b. These light curves show the transit of HD189733b across its host star. 
When calculating the depth of the transit the level part of the light curve prior to the 
obvious onset of vignetting was used.  
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Due to a failure in the dome control software data in the well of the transit begins to 
become unusable as the companion star is first effected by vignetting caused by the 
edge of the dome slit. Despite this and the subsequent unusable images a result for the 
depth and length of the transit was obtained.  The transit was measured to have a depth 
of 0.0195 ±.005 magnitudes. The transit was measured for 90 minutes  which as 
expected is less than the expected 109 minutes but accounting for the delay in 
beginning observations due to lighting conditions reasonably approximates the amount 
of the transit that was expected to be captured.  

Observational Verification of the HD189733b Planetary Transit 
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Abstract 
Observational verification of the HD189733b planetary transit was successfully 
completed using the Cal Poly Observatory. A series of 310 images were taken of the 
host star HD 189733 on October 20th from 0207 to 0546 UT with the 12 inch Meade 
Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope using a Kodak KAF-3200ME CCD.  Photomometic 
analysis of the light curve was performed using Image Reduction and Analysis Facility 
with HIP 98523 serving as a companion star. The resultant light curve shows a transit 
with a depth of 0.0195 ± 0.005 magnitudes, which agrees within a standard deviation 
with the depth of 0.025 ± 0.012 magnitudes published by Dřevěný1. Despite observing 
only 90 minutes of the transit  due to the proximity of local sunset  to the beginning of 
observations, the length of the transit can be reasonable estimated.  Accounting for the 
approximately 10 minuets elapsed since the predicted beginning of the transit to the 
beginning of observations, the estimated  length of 100 ± 10 minutes corresponds to the 
duration published by Dřevěný1 of 107.3 ± 2.6 minutes.  From these results it is evident 
that the transit of HD189733b was successfully verified.  
 

Background 
In order to verify the transit of HD189733b differential 
photometry was used to generate a light curve. 
Differential photometry involves measuring the relative 
change in magnitude of a target star as compared to a 
companion star. The magnitude of the companion star 
which remains unaffected by transit will be equally 
effected by external conditions and serve as a baseline 
for comparing how the transit affects the magnitude of 
the target star. As the planet transits the target star it 
will block some of the incident light, causing a 
corresponding decrease in the magnitude of the star. 
This decrease in the magnitude will present itself as a 
corresponding increase in the difference in magnitudes 
between the comparison and target stars also known 
as the depth of the transit. In addition, the length of the 
transit can be calculated by measuring the time for 
which the differential magnitude is changed by the 
transiting planet. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     Light Curve During Transit2  

Observations 
Observations of the transit of HD189733b were made 
with a LX200 12 inch Meade Schmidt-Cassegrain 
telescope using a Kodak KAF-3200ME CCD. The 
principal target was HD189733 with the companion star 
HIP 98523.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10/20/2011 0207-0546 UT 
Images Taken  310 

Usable Images  288 

Exposure Time  30 sec 

Filter  Red 

Conditions  Clear, Calm, Last Quarter Moon 

Reduction and Analysis 
15 bias frames, 17 flats and 12 dark frames were used 
to mitigate or eliminate systematic and characterisable 
random errors from our experiment. Data reduction 
was done using the IRAF software package. During 
data reduction it was determined that 22 images had 
been rendered unusable by vignetting caused by a 
failure in the dome control software. These images 
were subsequently removed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Post Reduction Image with Target and Companion 
 
Following data reduction photometry of both the target 
and companion stars was carried out using the IRAF 
software package. Aperture photometry was used on 
both stars to determine instrumental magnitude and the 
associated uncertainty.   

Conclusion 
The results of the differential photometric analysis were 
compared to several papers and reports on transit of 
HD189733b. Despite problems, the fundamental 
observations of depth and length are in good 
agreement with previously published data.  
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